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Endowments
Fall Throughout

NESCAC
REBECCA BROWN '11

NEWS EDITOR

In the wake of an ongoing economic
crisis, members of the New England
Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) have reported lowered
endowments. In addition to Trinity,
schools such as Williams College,
Colby College, and Amherst College,
have released the extant their endow·
ments have dropped. Others have
remained vague, stating that while
resources are smaller, the schools are
not suffering.
Amherst and Colby reported a drop of
25 percent, and Williams a drop of 28
percent.
"College and university endowments
across the country have been significant·
ly affected by market volatility in recent
weeks, and Amherst's is no exception,"
see DECLINE on page 7

PRIDE Program Visiting Speaker Honors Abraham Lincoln
Meets Criticisms
AIBERTO MARTINFZ '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Since the incident of

the anonymous post on
'lnnTalk.com, members of
the Trinity College com·
munity have raised con·
cerns as to whether or not
the Promoting Respect for
Inclusive
Diversity
lducation (PRIDE) pro·
undermines campus
· . According to Dean
Multicultural Affairs
la Spurlock-Evans,
E [. . .] is a yearlong
am designed to
ngthen diversity at
· ·ty. Directed toward
t·year
students,
E's
fundamental
are to help new stuts from under-repre·
ted racial and cultural
ground adjust to aca·
·c and social life at
'ty." However, many
· ve that these goals
not being attained.
PRIDE is responsible
several
events
ghout the year and
PRIDE Leaders in
freshman dorms.
ever, PRIDE's biggest
nee over racial rela·
at Trinity can be

attributed to Welcome
Weekend,
which
Spurlock-Evans described
as "a low-pressure opportunity to settle in at
Trinity a few days before
see NEW on page 8

SARAH HARVEY '11
NEWSEDITOR

The year-long cele·
bration
of
the
Bicentennial of Abraham
Lincoln's birth at Trinity
College commenced on
Wednesday, Nov. 12,
with a
visit from
Distinguished Professor
of American History at

CUNY Graduate Center
James Oakes. Oakes is
the author of numerous
publications, including
The Radical and the
Republican, his most
recent
work
about
Lincoln and abolitionist
Frederick Douglass.
The focus of Oakes'
lecture was Lincoln and
his simultaneous roles

as both a conservative
and a radical throughout
his presidency.
Oakes enlightened
the audience in McCook
Auditorium on Lincoln's
paradoxical
political
career. According to
Oakes, Lincoln's election
to the position of
President of the U.S.
was considered, by most

Israeli Photographs Exhibited at Widener
"THE NATURE OF DREAMS" SHOWCASES IMAGES, BOTH HUMAN AND LANDSCAPE
JACKIE SPARKS '09
SENIOR EDITOR

On Nov. 10 a new
exhibit opened at the
Widener Gallery entitled
"the nature of dreams:
Israeli
Photographs."
All photos in the exhibit,
which also continues at
Zachs Hillel House, are
pieces
from
Yoesfa
Drescher
Fine Art.
Drescher is an Israeli
immigrant, who opened
her gallery in 2005 to
represent the growing
Israeli photo presence.
At the opening reception
Monday night, she gave
a talk disscusing the
artists whose work is
featured in the show.
The unifying theme

of the show is the
nationality of the photographers , not any
sense of subject matter.
Thus, there are a few
photos that could be
taken anywhere. Chief
among these are India
Kumba Mela by Shimon

Lev and A Tree for Iris
by Tamar Shir in the
Widener, and a series of
beautiful seascapes at
Hillel, also by Lev.
Shir's photo shows a tree
laying on tile in front of
a
window.
Lev's
seascapes are gorgeous,

especially the one of the
sunset, all in reds and
oranges, but there is
nothing that ties it
specifically to Israel.
However, even if
there are a few photos
that lack a sense of
place, many more a firmly and clearly rooted in
Israel. Chronologically,
the paintings range from
the founding of the
Israeli state in 1948 to
the present.
David
Rubinger and David
Harris both have photos
that document the early
life of the state. Perhaps
the most famous photo
in
the
exhibit
is
Rubinger's Paratroopers

southerners,
as
a
"calamity'' and a threat
to their slaveholding way
of life. To them, Lincoln
was nothing but a radical Republican. Lincoln,
however, was insistent in
his belief that he was
actually a Conservative.
He was conservative
throughout the beginning of his political life, a
member of the Whig
party. Lincoln based his
early conservatism on
two convictions: Whig
nationalism and rever·
ence for the rule of law.
He wished for the simultaneous interdependence
of the areas of the nation
and the independence of
the United States among
the nations of the world.
Lincoln was also terrified of social disorder
and mob rule, which he
saw as a threat to political institutions.
Oakes revealed that
with the rise of the antislavery movement in the
1850s, Lincoln became a
member
of
the
Republican Party. The
meaning of being conser·
vative
suddenly
changed, and "conserva·
tive" was now synony·
mous with "pro-slavery''.

Jae ie Spar s

see HILLEL on page 13
see OAKES on page 11
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This piece from the exhibit shows a lightning storm over Jerusalem.
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Tripod Editorial
Tripod Office Provides
Forums for Important
Discussion
One of the Tripod's most
notorious features has long
been "Around Trinity'', or AT
for short. Now in my fourth
semester as an editor, I can
safely say that the question I
have asked of me most in
social situations, when the
newspaper comes up, is "Who
is AT?" (Tripod coming up in
Late Night conversations was
at first an unexpected
occurence, which I quickly
learned was rather routine
after spending a few nights
out with Lizzie, who seems to
attract unwarranted attention, despite not walking
around with a sign reading
"Letters to the Editor are best
submitted now, to my face.")
Now, with the risk of exposing some kind of wizard

behind a curtain, I can say
that AT is no one person.
That is what I say to anyone
who asks.
It is one of my favorite
parts about working in the
office: the collaborative effort.
Whether it is compiling sordid weekend stories for AT or
writing headlines (and hopefully spelling them correctly)
most of the staff has a hand
in decisions, if they want to.
While writing this, I took
a break because our Monday
night food arrived. Over dinner, somehow the issue of
religion was brought up. Now,
more than ever, I feel as if we
have a diverse staff who are
capable of offering varying
opinions on subjects such as
this, and these discussions in
the office are ones I find great
enjoyment in. Though it is
true that often they descend
into the realm of nonsense

(read: tap-sitting) they do
provide interesting and varied commentary on Trinity
life and life beyond our campus superblock.
We have our variety of
contributors to thank for this
wealth of discussion. Let's say
Carver disagrees with one
piece in his section, but Anne
thinks it has hit the mark.
Both are vocal, and discussion
is started. While the Tripod's
pages are full of varying opinions, so too is the office environment. When decisions
must be made, the variety of
people and viewpoints in the
office is invaluable. While
Lizzie or myself may have
some idea of what is going on,
we are hardly dictators. We
are a staff, and we do our best
most of the time to operate as
such.
- J.E.K.
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Letter to the Editor
A Response to the Letter to the Editor by the Field Hockey Team
Dear Team Members:

Jackie Sparks '09, Griha Singla '09,
Lauren Turlik '09, and Jordyn Sims '10

SENIOR EDITORS:

The Trinity Tripod is published weekly on Tuesdays throughout the academic year

by the students of Trinity

liege in Hartford, Conn.

Student subscription included in the Student Activities Fee (SAP).
Others, $30 for a one-semester subscription or $50 for a one-year subscription.
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The Trinity Tripod

Trinity College
300 Summit St. Box 702582
Hartford, C.T. 06106--3100
Telephone: (860 297-2584 I Fax: (860) 297-5361

As a political scientist and long-time academic advisor to athletic teams, I feel compelled to respond to your cries of pain, disappointment, and indignation.

I give your team an "A" for athletic achievement ("A+s" are reserved for national champions). I give you only a "C" for your understanding of the concepts "critical thinking," ''leadership," "scholarship," and "innovation" which
are found in our College's mission statement.
(You get some credit for your indignation that
motivated your letter.)
How might members of your team have
used these concepts to solve your problem of
lack of media attention? Here are a few possibilities:
- You might have asked your coach or academic advisor for help.
- All of you might have asked all your
instructors for one minute of class time to
make
an
important
announcement:
"Classmates, as a member of the field hockey
team I really would appreciate your helping us
this afternoon at our game against Bowdoin on
Robin Sheppard Field at 3: 30 P.M. Your cheering can help us win."
- After class you might have asked your
instructor, "Have you ever seen a field hockey
game? I'll make a deal with you. You attend
our game, and I'll get my teammates to attend
the guest lecture your department is sponsoring."
- Examine the academic skills of your teammates: ''We want better coverage in the Tripod.
Haw many of you are willing to write sports

PLEASE RECYCLE
YOUR COPY OF

The Trinity Tripod

articles covering our games? How many of you
have cameras and like taking pictures? Who is
willing to take action photos of our team for
publication in the Tripod? - I'll pay for your film
and prints."
- Make deals with your classmates who play
on other teams: ''You come and cheer for us, and
I will get my teammates to cheer for you and
your teammates."
- Participate with those who attend your
games: Go into the stands, introduce yourself,
and say "We really appreciate your coming to
watch us play. Are you a field hockey player?
Can I help you understand the rules of the
game?''
- Invite your parents to see you play. When
they arrive introduce them to the parents of
other players. Encourage your parents to bring
food and share it with other parents and new
friends.
- If you want press/media coverage outside
our College, ask our Director of Media Relations
Michele Jacklin to help publicize a unique ath·
letic contest: Challenge Trinity's undefeated
football team to a field hockey match. Volunteer
to give members of the football team a lesson on
the rules of your game and a clinic on how to
execute these rules. In provide an incentive for
the football players to accept your challenge,
offer to celebrate their participation with a
rugby-type party. If you do not know what
rugby players do after their matches, ask them.
I would have attended your quarterfinal
game today had it been held at Trinity.
I wish you success next year,
Clyde McKee
Professor of Political Science

CORRECTION
In the article, "'Study Drugs': The Real Effects," as appeared in the Nov. 11 issue of
The Trinity Tripod, Anne Benjamin '10 stated several facts incorrectly. The following
information is correct: Cocaine is not an amphetamine. Although it produces effects
similar to amphetamines, cocaine is in fact a benzoylmethyl ecgonine. Adderall is a
blend of amphetamine salts, and Meth is a type of amphetamine also. Ritalin and
Concerta are methylphenidates. All are stimulants and Schedule II drugs, meaning
they are potentially abused, but can be legally prescribed as they are sometimes used
medicinally. The word "narcotic" is technically used to describe opiates, but this definition has been stretched and often refers to other controlled substances too. For further,
official information, check the United States Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
Web site (www.usdoj.gov/dea).
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Dubowitz Derides the 'Drunk Bus' Patrons
Nicole Dubowitz '10

E-mail the author at
Nicole.Dubowitz@trincoll.edu

On many a Thursday
evening, I end up taking the
shuttle, a.k.a. the "drunk
bus", to get across campus,
back to my dorm. With the
shuttle's newly-added G.P.S.
and its overall reliability, I've
personally been very pleased
with its return to Trinity and
know many others who feel
the same way. Why then, on
these same Thursday nights
that I'm grateful to have a
ride home, do some of my fel·
low, far-more-inebriated students feel the need to yell at,
berate, and generally insult
the drivers of the shuttle that
we've been trying to bring
back?
I'll give you my most recent
example, and maybe you'll

recognize the scenario. Last were being annoying at best,
Thursday, I caught the shuttle and made the (10 minutes,
on Vernon Street right before tops) ride uncomfortable and
2 a.m. (the time it stops run· unpleasant for everyone else.
ning on weekdays). After I got
I get it. It's the "drunk
in , I was joined by several bus". What else should I
Thursday-night
partyers expect? Believe me, I'm not
including a trio of stumbling, expecting anyone to be sitting
obviously drunk
quietly
with
Verbally attacking the
young men try·
their hands in
their laps, espe·
ing to get to
drivers, the routes, or
cially on week·
Jarvis.
The
their discretion as to
driver
asked
ends. All I'm
what actions they must
them to get in
asking is, can
quickly, since
we
try to be
take to ensure student
his shift was
drunk a bit
safety is simply uncool,
more, I don't
almost over. He
regardless of how
began driving
know, tactfully?
But before we
the route the
drunk someone is.
start
being
shuttle always
takes, which involves going all tactful, let me say one thing:
the way around campus via When I'm sober and you're
Broad Street. Apparently, this drunk, I have better judgment
was not acceptable to these than you, and if you're speakguys, who, once the driver ing way louder than your con·
realistically
made a right on Allen, began versa tion
loudly informing him that he requires, directly or indirectly
was going the wrong way, the giving the driver a hard time
opposite direction from where for one reason or another, you
they needed to go, and talking look like a jackass.
about how they would have
The shuttle, "drunk bus",
rather walked than ride the
shuttle for "25 minutes." They
see BUS DRIVERS on page 5

Don't Ban Free Speech: Tarzi
on First Amendment Rights

E-mail the author at
Joseph.Tarzi@trincoll.edu

In last week's article, "The
Echo of Silence," Jocelyn Schur
'11 stated ''the fact remains that
the use of un·P.C. language is
hateful (even if not intended as
such) and should not be permit·
ted on this campus." This statement immediately struck me,
and has pervaded my thoughts
for the past several days.
I can certainly excuse the
broad generalization that all "un·
P.C." language is hateful-this is
simply a poor use of language
and nothing to quibble over - the
author's meaning still remains
clear. Rather, what caught my
eye was Schur's assertion that
certain language "should not be
permitted" at Trinity. Apparently,
First Amendment rights should
only apply when someone is saying something nice.
Ms. Schur should tread carefully when she requests that the
College ban speech. If she were to
be somehow successful, she and
her cohorts might find that they
have unleashed a Pandora's box
upon Trinity.
Our forefathers included the
right to free speech for a reason.
Now, as a cynic, unlike those
ultra-patriotic Americans who
tend to sanctify the founders of
our nation, I see a very pragmatic reason for freedom of speech to
have been included in the newborn U.S. constitution. Although
I may be oversimplifying the sit-

see FREE on page 4

John Downes--Angus '11

E-mail the author at
John.OownesAngus@trincoH.edu

In his book, How Proust
Can Change Your Life, Alain
de Boton wrote that good art
"has an ability to restore to
our vision a distorted or neg·
lected vision of reality." At its
best, art can rupture everyday
life and leave us with a more
imaginative and "distorted"
vision of the world around us.
Art does not impose itself upon
us, it invites us. When we
accept its invitation, boredom
can become fascination and
the everyday can become
something much more excit·
ing: a new experience.
I accepted art's invitation

this weekend, and was lucky
enough to see Trinity's production of Sarah Ruhl's Eurydice.
From the outset, the play itself
sought to do precisely what
Boton states as the role of good
art: to give us a "distorted or
neglected vision of reality."
More precisely, it gives us a
distorted and neglected vision
of an ancient Greek myth. The
tale of Ruhl's Eurydice begins
with a blossoming love affair
between Eurydice (played by
Ellie Anderson) and Orpheus
(played by Brian Hirono).
Their love gets disrupted by
Eurydice's acceptance of an
invitation by the Nasty
Man/Lord of the Underworld
(played by Roger Breum). On
their wedding day, the Nasty
Man invites Eurydice to
retrieve a letter sent from her
dead father, which he has in
his apartment. When leaving
the apartment, Eurydice slips
down a set of stairs and tum-

see THEATER on page 4

Break it Up: The Benefits of an Interim Year
Anne Benjamin '10

Joe Tarzi '08

uation, I believe that no one in
the new government knew which
faction would ultimately gain
power, and so each faction or
party supported freedom of
speech as a means to ensure that
if they did not gain power, they
would not face prosecution for
their beliefs, and would continue
to have a legal method to gain a
base of support.
The fear of persecution was
very real. In fact, when the
Federalists finally did solidify
power they aggressively used the
Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798
to
prosecute
DemocraticRepublicans, in violation of their
First Amendment rights. This
practice was only stopped when
Jefferson came into power.
What does this have to do
with Ms. Schur? Well, if she's a
Federalist, nothing, good for her.
However, what if she were a
Democratic·Republican? Would
she be so willing to place such an
overarching restriction on what
people can and cannot say?
You believe that hate speech
is wrong? Fine, any civilized per
son agrees with you. You want
hate speech to be banned?
Therein lies a problem because
you are setting a precedent for
the exclusion of speech from
Trinity. What if someone takes
the precedent set by that ban on
hate speech and turns it around
against you? What if someone
with my mindset comes to power
at Trinity and decrees that anyone who only uses politically cor
rect language should be banned
from the College? Or perhaps I
find Ms. Schur's indirect indict·
ment of the First Amendment
offensive and I, hypocritically,
want her article banned

Eurydice: How Artists Help Us
in Recreating the Everyday

"Why the hell did they just
take all of our oranges?!" I
opened my eyes because some·
one yelled and saw two men exit·
ing the bus with our best
munchies. I was about halfway
through a 23-hour ride on a
semi·cama (halfway reclining, or
moderately uncomfortable) bus
from Buenos Aires to Bariloche.
(You may recognize Bariloche
from The Motorcycle Diaries) As
we crossed the border into one of
the Argentine provinces (there

are 23 of them), customs officials
got on the bus to check us out
and to take our food. I looked at
the guy sitting next to me to con·
firm the strange occurrence (he
had already graduated "uni"
with a degree in ''bollux'') and
thought about my friends from
school who were probably, at
that moment, waking up for
class.
Princeton University has just
started a new program encour
aging their incoming freshman
students to defer for a year
before attending the school. They
hope to have at least 10 percent
of their admitted students par
take in social service work in a
foreign country and plan to help
fund such an endeavor if necessary. According to a New York
Ti.mes article, ''Princeton's presi·
dent, Shirley M. Tilghman, said
in an interview that such a pro·

gram would give students a
more international perspective,
add to their maturity, and give
them a break from academic
pressures."
The idea for the program
stems from an increasing desire
of students to take a year off, and
from the apparent benefits
gained from such a year.
Advocates of the program believe
the benefits to the incoming
freshman class would be enor
mous; it would raise the level of
worldliness of the students. In
an article in support of
Princeton's initiative, Anna Ivey
said it gives students a chance to
''recharge their batteries."
At Trinity, you'll meet a few
students that have come here
after taking time off after high
school Admitted students have

see PRINCETON on page 4

Education Crucial for Administration's Success
Griffin Keady '10

E-mail the author at
Griffln.Keady@trincolf.edu

As a lover of history, I have
been completely consumed by our
country's most recent events. A
black man named Barack
Hussein Obama, has been elect·
ed ''Leader of the Free World". As
Obama himself stated, ''Only in
America. He continued, ''If there
is anyone out there who still
doubts that America is a place
where all things are possible [.. .]
who still wonders if the dream of
our founders is alive in our

time ... tonight is your answer."
America has become the home,
the stronghold, and a hearth for
progress. Our country has, and
always will be, the foremost pio·
neer of (Obama's favorite word)
"change".
Change has never occurred
without the help of the American
people. As Obama stated in the
homestretch of the election, ''we
may be ahead [. . .] but you still
need to vote." If you're going to
act, act. Change does not occur
without the people's efforts. That
said, the American people will
determine Barack Obama's pres·
idency and legacy. They will
determine whether or not he's a
Buchanan or Bush versus a
Lincoln or F.D.R. Obama may be
the figurehead for America's
yearnings, but change will not
occur without the actions of

America's citizens.
Although the public greatly
controls Obama's future, our
president has a lot of power to
change the country. It is widely
known that fixing our nation's
economy is one of the top priorities of Obama's incoming administration. Our economy is not sta·
ble, and the unemployment rate
has risen to 6.1 percent, the highest since 2003. Obama has
already announced a stimulus
package that will go into effect
soon after his January 20 inauguration. He plans to inject $75
billion into our nation's economy
through tax deductions and
direct spending targeted at working families, seniors, the unem·
ployed, etc. Obama has also stated that he is eager to make his

see AMERICAN on page 4
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Gummy Bears and Other Simple Pleasures
James Kukstis '10

you take your c1crap go!J or o!J
jewelry to get top dollar?
Fast Eddy.
- Max Warner '09
The Italian guys who do the
Arnold Impressions.
- Griffin Keady '10
Good Ole' Tom.
- Michelle Snyder '09
I'd bring it in to Good Ole' Tom and
I'd get a kiss from that creepy dog.
- Monica Chung '09
Cash4Gold.com, it's been featured on CNN.
- Julia Stein '11
The Schwarzenegger guys.
- Ian Fels '11
Good Ole' Tom.
- Portia Smith '11

Theater Provides Insight: More
Than Simply Entertainment
continued from page 3
bles to the Underworld.
Traditionally, at this point
in the play, the narrative
shifts to Orpheus' attempts to
bring Eurydice back from the
underworld. Instead, the
play's
attention remains
directed towards Eurydice and
the interactions she and her
father (played by James
Wilkinson) have in the
Underworld. The play turns
into a fascinating philosophy
of the relationship between a
daughter and her father,
and-more generally-of how
we live our lives as artists.
A crucial component of the
play is the three "stones"
(played by Briana Feigon,
Caroline Gart, and Tierney
Nolen). These "stones" laud a
philosophy of death-in-life.
They criticize Eurydice's
father for trying to reintroduce her to literature and to
the ability to communicate, a
skill that one loses after one
has died. In life, we have two
options: we can sit silently like
stones and become passive victims of our silence, or we can
actively try to create ourselves
with art and language.
I took two possible readings from this play. One,
which would require more
than a 600 word opinions article, is a Freudian-feminist
reading (at the end of the play,
Eurydice assumes a fetal position next to her dead father
after she has severed herself
from Orpheus and plummeted
back to the Underworld.)
Another, which relates more
closely to what Boton suggests
good art can accomplish, is a
philosophy of the role of language and art.
This play had two focal
points: music and language.
Orpheus was a musician who
resisted language as a form of
expression. The music of this
play primarily emanated from
the beautiful mezzo-soprano
Tracey Elias, who sang from

above the stage and added a
musicality to the play that distanced itself from the dialogue.
The musical focal point
91-me primarily from above the
stage; on stage, language
assumed the primary role.
Unlike Orpheus, Eurydice
apprehended the world with a
more logical, language-oriented understanding. This play
required its viewers to focus on
its language. The minimalist
stage set up, the black-box theater, the lack of props for all of
the cast members (with the
intentional exception of the
quieted stones) all forced the
viewers to listen to the language.
To
escape
from
the
Underworld, Eurydice has to
follow Orpheus. The deal that
the Lord of the Underworld
makes is that Orpheus may
not look at her as they leave
the Underworld; if he does, she
will be returned. Eurydice the logical-language character
- lacks the musical rhythm of
Orpheus,
the
musician.
Because of this, she falls out of
step behind Orpheus, she calls
out to him, he turns around,
and she dies again. What does
Sarah Ruhl seem to suggest
that Eurydice lacks? A sense of
music. What does she suggest
that Orpheus lacks? Orpheus
lacks the ability to work with
language. The two of them,
therefore, need each other to
achieve their potential. What
is the ultimate combination of
music and language? Poetry.
In an essay entitled The Art
of Reading Poetry, Harold
Bloom suggests that "The work
of great poetry is to aid us to
become free artists of ourselves." The cast, crew and
director of Eurydice did not get
on stage to entertain us. They
got on stage to teach us. If we
accept the invitation offered by
the artists at Trinity, we can
learn how to understand the
everyday in a "distorted or
. neglected" way; they can teach
us how to become "free artists

E-mail the author at
James.Kukstis@trincoff.edu

I spent about an hour trying
to write this Opinions piece
about the power and arguable
permanency of words (I argue
that they have a good amount),
and then I got bored. I looked at
the clock and it was about 9
p.m., meaning the Bistro would
be closing in an hour. I had a
long night of work ahead of me.
So I decided to take a short
break and take a walk up
Vernon.
I went over to the packaged
food in front of the register.
Malted milk balls? No. Licorice
bites? Definitely not. Gummy
bears? Definitely a possibility.
Despite their abnormal colors
(has anyone else been freaked
out by this lately, only to be surprised at their deliciousness?), I
went with them. PLU 971, at

$2. 75, left me room for a couple
20 fluid ounces, so I go with my
go to, the always-classy
Schweppes ginger ale.
Now, let me say that this is
not a particularly groundbreaking sequence of events for me. It
happens pretty regularly. But
somehow, in the face of two massive finals due in the coming
days (which, somehow, writing
this takes precedence over), my
mind was drawn back to an
episode of "Gilmore Girls", one of
the later, subpar episodes. It
must have been the last season;
Logan came to visit Rory, but his
schedule only allowed him to
visit during finals. He surprises
her with his arrival under the
promise of a meteor shower and
tells her over the phone that she
needs to go see the shower on
the roof of her building where he
is, of course, waiting for her.
They lovingly embrace, but she
is embarrassed because, as she
tells him, she has been in the
library all night, and her breath
must reek of Fritos and ginger
ale. The only reason this sticks
out in my mind, barring and sort
of obsession with pop culture
and the W.B. (C.W., whatever) is

that this also happens to be my
snack of choice during Finals.
Nothing to me is more com·
forting in the stress-ridden time
of finals than these sorts of com·
forts. Buckling down and get·
ting work done requires certain
provisions, probably individual
ones. I don't understand those of
you who are able to get legiti.·
mate work done in the library.
So many people, so many books,
so many distractions. And by
"don't understand", I really
mean envy. While it is some·
times a struggle to get into the
zone, to get that paper written,
to get that last chapter of studying done, once you are there it is
perfection. Nothing feels better
than busting out that paper in
less time than you planned, getting that extra hour of sleep that
hadn't been accounted for.
Though I dread finals, and
the two 10 page papers that I
will have hopefully handed in by
the time this is printed, I take
great comfort in the simple
pleasures of the times: putting
on sweatpants, setting i'funes
radio to Classical, munching on
junk food, buckling down, and
getting it done.

Princeton University Promotes Interim Program
you so far, and there is a great
deal to be learned outside of an
the option to defer for a year if academic environment.
Often, academic work is even
they want and join the next,
incoming class. The notion of easier after a year off.
this interim year has become Personally, my academic permore popular as academia has formance increased not only due
become more flexible and as the to a renewed sense of motivation,
,benefits of a break are revealed but because I am now able to
in performance and c~pus cul- draw upon real world experiences that necessarily relate
ture.
A year off equips one with a back to my work. This brings to
fixed amount of time to explore the floor another point: there is
oneself. One of the best things no reason anyone is obligated to
about taking this time now is go abroad during a year off,
that you are still a student. Time which is, by convention, a popuoff from a career may have seri- lar thing to do. In fact, just workous consequences, but as a stu- ing a job in the "real world'' for a
dent, the primary goal is to learn year will provide invaluable
and there is no negative conse- knowledge thats impossible to
quence for breaking up your edu- gain on campus but essential for
cational process. Classes and a well-rounded education.
College (or the process of for
campus activities can only lead

continued from page 3

mal education) does not necessarily have to be a fluid process.
Many students find that four
consecutive years college is completely manageable, and it's a
natural desire to want to be finished with school in a timely
manner. However, there is
absolutely no reason you can't
split up your time at Trinity oy
taking a year off, at any point.
Although I won't be graduating
with the friends I made when I
was a freshman, I do not regret
the decision to step back from
the conventional constructs of
education. I would recommend a
year off to everyone. Hindu
thought, among other philosophies, claims that experience is
what shapes our identity and our
knowledge. Our experiences are
all we have.

Free Speech Applies to More Than Pleasantries
continued from page 3
I am, of course, using an
absurd example to prove my
point, but Trinity is a private
institution and does in fact have
unprecedented, and mostly
untapped, power. If you want to
know how far personal liberties
can be stripped at a private institution, I suggest you study the
past and current policies of the

hyper-conservative universities
of the South.
Of course, your liberties
aren't truly being stripped
because you always have the
option of withdrawing from a private institution, at a cost, of
course. Wouldn't we rather avoid
situations like that and keep an
institution almost as old as our
nation as closely in line with our
national ideals as possible?

If you don't like what someone else is saying, fine. Debate
them, rebut them, ostracize
them, and, in a worst-case scenario, simply cover your ears but do not ban speech. It is that
attitude that I constantly see in
Americans, particularly in
American liberals, who should
know better, that I believe, if any,
will be the downfall of this country.

American Citizens to Dictate Obama' s Legacy
continued from page 3
administration
the
"green
administration," and that he
hopes to jump-start and provide
funds for several environmental
organizations. In doing so, our
44th president will solidify our
economy and help it to prosper.
For me, the most important
issue, aside from our economy, is
the state of American education.
From the outset, Obama stated
that his administration would
reform No Child Left Behind,
invest in early childhood education, and make college more
affordable to all Amerreans. Year

after year, politicians make
promises on the topic of education. But if this is truly the
administration of "change,"
please change our educational
system, President Obama (still
sounds weird); enhance it, boost
it. In today's global economy,
nothing is more important to a
country than the skills and abilities of its people. Subjects such as
English and Modern Language
will help U.S. citizens better communicate with the world.
Subjects like Math and
Science will produce the next
generation of great American
enkineers, a groJp 'or profession-

als desperately needed if
Obama's "green administration"
is to be a success. If Barack
Obama flakes out like previous
Presidents, or simply does not
deliver (No Child Left Behind is
by no means a success), this
nation will suffer the consequences.
Educate. Educate your citizens, Barack Hussein Obama,
and your country will keep up
with the modern world. As
Crosby Stills Nash and Young
sings, ''Teach your children well,"
President Obama, and America
will continue to prosper and lead
the free world.
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Necessity For Economic Aid To
Foster Change In Haiti
Henry Noel '09
--------------.

about by hurricanes. Haiti is
the poorest nation in the
Western
Hemisphere.
Recovering from these devasta tions will be a generational
process.
At present, Haiti's economy
is heavily dependent on remitE-mail the author at
tances from the 1.5 million or
Henry.Noel@trincotl.edu
so Haitians who are scattered
mostly in the U.S., Canada,
the
Dominican
America has had its France,
moments of change throughout Republic and the Bahamas.
its history. Change and According to the Interprogress have come to define American Development Bank's
America since its inception Multilateral Investment Fund
regardless of the length of time (MIF), in 2006, the Haitian
they _take to come about. The diaspora sent more than $1.65
ultimate sign of progress and billion to more than 1.1 million
change in America took place Haitian adults. More than one
on November 4 with the elec- third of the total remittances
tion of a biracial candidate to sent to Haiti originated from
the nation's most powerful the United States. The
office. Not considering the fac- American economy is, accordtors that may have facilitated ing to experts, at its worst in
Barack Obama's election to the decades. Every day, people are
presidency, his awaited pres- losing their jobs and are becomence in the Oval Office is a ing more conservative with
symbol of progress that was their money. America's cough is
impossible to envision a decade being felt around the world,
and I am afraid that the
ago.
Unfortunately, progress is Haitian economy may deterionot a word that would define rate further than it already
the history of Haiti. Since its has. The 1. 1 million or so
conception, the country has Haitians who receive remitbeen fixated on a one-way jour- tances from family and/or
ney to self-destruction. With friends from abroad help the
every passing year, a new local businesses with their
series of catastrophic events spending. However, a signifiaccelerates the nation's rapid cant diminution in remittances
descent toward self-destruc- to Haiti may prove fatal to
tion. With every new cata- many Haitians, considering the
strophic event, the lights of country had recently been bathofe and progress dim on this tered by four hurricanes. The
agile nation. In this year, situation could not be any
alone, Haiti and the Haitian gloomier.
Fortunately, through darkpeople have been flogged by
four hurricanes. Four hurri- ness and desperation, a
canes! The devastations that glimpse of light and hope has
these four hurricanes have been able to pierce through. I
caused are unfathomable, con- would like to thank the brothsidering Haiti's infrastructure ers at Psi Upsilon (Psi U) and
are virtually nonexistent. New the members of the Caribbean
Orleans,
Galveston,
and Students Association of Trinity
Houston were battered by hur- College for their support this
ricanes in the past two or three past Saturday, to the Haitian
years, and they are slowly people. Their generosity and
recovering. These are American dedication were greatly apprecities, and even they have yet ciated. I only hope more people
to fully recover from the devas- remember Haiti in their
tations that were brought prayers and in their hearts.

Tripod Opinions Editor
Carver Diserens '09 interviews
President James F. Jones, Jr.
Carver Diserens: I'm going to do something I haven't done since our long interview,
I'm going to ask you two shorter questions that
don't really have anything to do with each other.
First, who would you say is the most famous or
influential person that you know?
Jimmy Jones: I would have to divide
famous into any number of sub-categories. On
one hand would be people like Douglass North,
who was the first person to win the Nobel Prize
for political economy. He's been a very dear
friend of ours for decades, we were at
Washington University together. Another person who has had significant influence over the
world would be the late Maxwell Cowan who
was the chief scientific officer for Howard
Hughes. When we knew each other in the 90s,
he was giving away a million dollars every 24
hours for scientific research and was therefore,
probably the single most influential person in
scientific research in the world. Then on the
other hand, I would have to include many of the
great writers of our time; Carlos Fuentes is one,
Mario Vargas Llosa, Alain Robbe-Grillet who
was one of the inventors or the new novel in the
1950s and was elected to the Academie
Fran~aise, Bill Gass, and many more of the
writers who were at Washington University
while I was there. Howard Nemerov, the Poet
Laureate of the United States, used to sit at our
breakfast table during parties, talking to the
caterer, drinking gin out of an iced tea glass. If
you wanted to talk to Howard, you had to go and
sit with him in the kitchen because he couldn't
be bothered by all of the people in the living
room, they were all just ancillaries to Howard's
world. One of the great philanthropists of
Europe, Herve Dufresne, was an extraordinary
influence on my life. I would say the most influential people in my life have been my teachers
and they are imminent in their own domains
but they are not household names like Howard
Nemerov.
CD: Completely changing gears, what are
three things that you think every Trinity student should do before they graduate?
J J: I would hope that every student would

have a chance to study abroad in a foreign country. I've been a huge proponent of foreign study
for a very long time. The second thing that I
would hope every student would experience,
would be to have at least one very profound,
meaningful relationship with a faculty member,
the kind of relationship where the student
would have a friend and mentor for life. I say
that because students have always been the
most important part of my career. I think that
at the end of the day, that is why we teach. I
hope that every student would leave Trinity
with a professor in his or her life so that five or
10 or 20 years later, they would still be in contact with that person. I suppose the third thing,
and this might be nostalgia on my part, I
always hope that every student would have
some great love affair. [My wife and I] did when
we were your age and we just celebrated our
39th wedding anniversary on Saturday. So it's
possible to have a love affair when you're 19 and
still have one "'tvhen you are 61. I think you meet
the most important people in your life while in
college, I see it all the time. Take the class of
1963, this group gets together every year for
dinner in Hamlin, just like they did when they
were 18, which was in 1959. But I really believe
that you meet the most important people for
your life in college.

Looking for a Teaching Job?
Come to the

Carney, Sandoe & Associates
Info Session & Interviews!

Bus Drivers Are Working, Your
Manners Should Be Too
continued from page 3
or whatever you want to call
it, is a great investment in
both student convenience and
better safety at Trinity. I want
the shuttle to stick around,
and while I'm sure its presence is not contingent upon
e manners of their riders,
eould it really hurt to give the
mivers a little more credit and
pect? They're up until 2 or
,4 a.m. just to haul us around,
d they have a consistent
ute that, while not always
e fastest, benefits everyone
campus. And honestly, if I
d to listen to drunk
nagers shouting at me how
do my job at that time of
t, I'd probably want out
r awhile.
I don't have any issues
h most drunken behavior.
fact, it's absolutely part of
"drunk bus" experience.

Please, continue to belligerently declare your degree of
wastedness, sloppily PDA
right next to me, and unknowingly inform everyone on the
bus some of your most private
stories. These things, at least
usually, lend to some amusement or understanding from
those around you. But verbally attacking the drivers, the
routes, or their discretion as
to what actions they must
take to ensure student safety
is simply uncool, regardless of
how drunk someone is.
So, please just consider
this as a friendly reminder
from the token sober kid sitting on the shuttle next to you.
And hey, if you do have any
issues with Campus Safety,
feel free to bring them up
when sober, perhaps with the
SGA, an administrator, or you
could always be original and
voice them in a Tripod article.

Information Session:
Wednesday, November 19th
7:00 pm
Video Conference room
2nd Fl. Admissions

Interviews:
Thursday November 20th
9:00 am-3:45 pm
Career Services, Room lOlC

Sign up for an intervi~w on Trinity Recruiting!
r.
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Wednesday, November 19th
10:00 am-2:00 pm
Career Senices Lobby

1/4 Chicken

Pollo Tropical

with Rice 6 Beans

$3.49

CHICKEN ON THE GRILL

f3i~s~ Food. Served Hst.

w11h th1, Jd

va lid rhru 12:'? 1/0.S

Learn about career opporlunities,
scholarships & other options
available in the
ROTC!

Now in Hartfofd,CT
A Miami Favorite

-~ost-Grad Financial Wisdom
Info Session!!.!
A Real Life Series Presented by Gradspot.com

Tuesday, November 18th
6:30-8:00 pm
Career Services Lobby

You Wdl Learn:
*The Importance of Credit and
Building It
*Why Budgeting is Necessary
*,Student Deb.t Consolidation
& Other Post-Grad Options
*Picking Banks and Opening
Bank Accounts
*Selecting the Right Credit
Card

.

*Saving
~ *Other Misc Pearls of
.F·tnancial Wisdom

College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price items.

~;;;;~~~b- IL
860-561-4302

~ ~ A N SPORTS

RSVP on Trinity Recruiting by
Monday, November 17th!
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WGRAC Hosts Programs to Educate Trinity College Community
GREG LEITAO '12

sexual assault through the perspec·
tives of survivors. "Students speak and
sing about the empowerment of healing
The Women and Gender Resource from the trauma of sexual assault and
Action Center (WGRAC) recently host· being able to heal, survive, and then
ed a wave of events raising awareness thrive in life," says Laura Lockwood,
of the reality of rape and sexual Director of WGRAC.
assault, including Voices Raised in
WGRAC has also participated in
Power and The Greatest Silence: Rape fundraising efforts for rape victims in
the Congo. In that one
program alone, WGRAC
ma~n aged to raise $1,200
in aid for victims, and
are seeking to increase
this amount.
Additionally, WGRAC
has been making efforts
to
create
a
sister
Women's Center in the
Dominican
Republic,
with the hopes of spread·
ing their positive influ·
ence.
Upcoming
events
include a speaker on
sweatshop working con·
ditions and her success
in improving them in the
Rittenberg Lounge on
Tuesday, Nov. 18. Also,
Emily Gittleman on Thursday, Nov. 20
The Voices Raised in Power Program featured student performances. there will be a viewing of
the film "Killing Us
in the Congo. WGRAC is a group that Softly" in the Rittenberg Lounge, folseeks to promote women's self·determi· lowed by a discussion of the media's
nation and empowerment, awareness influence on women's fashion.
WGRAC employs a part-time
of women's rights and issues, redress of
gender inequities, understanding Assistant to the Director, as well as
among women of different economic five students, and many volunteers. All
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

classe~ cultural backgrounds, and sex·

of these members work hard towards

ua iaentities, and the creation of a
campus environment conducive to
respectful interaction between women
and men.
On Wednesday, Nov. 12 WGRAC
held the Voices Raised in Power event,
a performance to raise awareness of

serving the campus through activism,
advocacy, counseling, and community
building.
WGRAC is not only for women, but
for all students who wish to find coun·
seling, have fun, or make a difference
in the community. Through their

efforts, WGRAC hopes to break down
barriers between groups of varying
gender, ethnicity, gender identity, race,
religion, ability and size.
"We have worked together to organ·
ize events such as Voices Raised in
Power, the Vagina Monologues, and
Take Back the Night, all programs that
are powerfully effective in helping
raise awareness about the reality of
rape and sexual assault," says Rosalia
Abreu '11, Assistant Director of
WGRAC.
WGRAC
also hosts
a
Big
Sister/Little Sister program that pairs
incoming freshman girls with female
upperclassmen, in order to help build
up the Trinity community and help stu·
dents transition to college life more
smoothly.
An organization branching off of
WRGAC is the Sexual Assault Task
Force (SATF). SATF educates the cam·

pus on issues of violence against both
genders; unlike WGRAC, SATF is
entirely student-run.
There is also a Sexual Assault
Response Team (SART), a group com·
posed of both certified faculty and stu·
dents. SART is available to all students
who have been victims of sexual
assault, rape, dating or relationship
violence, sexual harassment, and
stalking. These members can provide
counseling, health services, and assis·
tance with reports and referrals.
WGRAC is located on the second
floor of Mather Hall, just behind the
Washington Room. Although always
looking for new members, the WGRAC
lounge is open to all students who wish
to meet new people, study, or relax
with friends.
For further information on WGRAC,
email either Laura.Lockwood@trin·
coll.edu or Lauren.Donais@trincoll.edu.

Emily Gittleman

Laura Lockwood speaks to the crowd at the Voices Raised in Power event on Wednesday, Nov. 12

Decline in Endowment at Trinity Comparable to Other NESCACs
continued from page 1
&aid President of Amherst Anthony W.
Marx in a statement made Oct. 28. ''Even
with our relatively strong investment man·
agement, the endowment has lost roughly a
quarter of its value since June 30 [. . .] the
Oillege has benefited fsaid President of
erst Anthony W. Marx in a statement
made Oct. 28. ''Even with our relatively
ng investment management, the
wment has lost roughly a quarter of its
e since June 30 [...] the College has
fited from several years of strong
wment performance and has been pru·
t with its spending during that time.
· puts the College in a strong condition
tive to many of our peers."
NESCAC members Tufts University,
College, Bowdoin College, Hamilton
ege, Connecticut College, Wesleyan
ity, and Middlebury College have
· ed from releasing exact figures.
President of Hamilton College Joan
de Stewart said in a statement to the
, 'While the downturn affects our
wment, our investments are diversi·
We are carefully monitoring the funds
which our necessary operating cash is
· and all of these funds are liquid,
· g the College to cover essential

'lufts, whose endowment has been on
the rise for the last two decades, unlike
most of its peer institutions, has received
attention for not being financially transpar
ent. As reported by the 'lufts Daily in an
Aug. 17 article, Tufts received an ''F' in
endowment transparency
by
the
Sustainable Endowments Institute (SEI).
Executive Director of SEI Mark
Orlowski said the grade was a result of
Tufts not making public its records regard·
ing where their endowment is invested.
As reported by The Bates Student in a
Nov. 11 article, President of Bates Elaine
Hansen said in a campus-wide e-mail in
early November that while Bates was not
currently feeling the effects of the economic
crisis, Bates is "not immune to declining
markets, higher costs of borrowing, the
potential impact on giving, and the econom·
ic effects on our students and employees
and their families."
President of Bowdoin College Barry
Mills said in an announement to the
College that while Bowdoin was well posi·
tioned to ride out an economic downturn,
efforts will be made to be fiscally careful in
the coming months.
In a Nov. 14 article published in The
Bowdoin Orient, members of the adminis·
tration declined to comment on staff mem·

ures. The school has stated that they are in
good shape financially, but will slow spend·
ing.
The result of lower endowments puts
schools in the position of potentially not
being able to offer as much financial aid to
the Class of 2013. As reported in the New
York Times by Geraldine Fabrikant on Nov.
10, President of 'Tufts Lawrence S. Bacow
said, 'The target of being need-blind is our
highest priority, but with what's happening
in the larger economy, we expect that the
incoming class is going to be needier. That's
the real uncertainty."
'The farther down the food chain you go
in terms of endowment per student, the
harder it will be to sustain need-blind
admissions," said Molly Corbett Broad of
the American Council of Education, a con·
sortium of 1,800 colleges.
As the Tripod reported two weeks ago,
Trinity released a report stating that the
endowment had dropped 14.9 percent. That
number was later revised to approximately
18 percent.
Despite those losses, Trinity President
James F. Jones, Jr. said in his annual
report, "Last fiscal year, Ron [Joyce] and the
advancement team brought in the largest
dollar amount, some 36.8 million dollars, in
Trinity history, save for the Fuller bequest
of some 40 million dollars paid over a two

year period.
'We had one of the highest percentages
of alumni giving in the country, one of the
highest percentages of parent giving in the
country, and for the third year in a row,
more than 91 percent of our senior class
gave to the Trinity College Fund."
In order to ensure that the depression
has the least possible effect on students,
Jones said that efforts are being made to
move money from the operating budget to
an escrow account.
Additionally, Jones said, 'We are taking
a considerable risk that is now getting the
attention of many presidents across the
country. [Alumni and trustee leadership]
voted unanimously to raise the Trinity
College Fund by one million dollars· and
this against the trend at even the wealthi·
est of institutions to lower their annual
fund sights· and to establish a challenge of
3.6 million dollars to encourage alumni,
parents, and friends to increase their
respective gifts to the annual fund.
''To put this into a national context, the
wealthiest schools will obtain 10 percent of
their operating budgets from their annual
funds [. . .] No one, to my knowledge, in the
U.S. is attempting to do such a thing
against a backdrop of the worst set of
financial indicators since the Great
Depression."
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New Solution Sought for Diversity
continued from page 1

the pre-orientation programs
begin."
As students who primarily
belong to minority groups
arrive early on campus, they
are introduced to students of
similar backgrounds before
the
start of First· Year
Orientation.
Many question whether
this event actually serves to
promote segregation rather
than discourage it.
" [Without
PRIDE's
Welcome Weekend] it would
have been a little harder to
know where every other group
is," said Carlos Miranda '12, a
student from Ecuador. ''Most
of my friends are from
PRIDE, that's how I met
them." When asked what eth·
nicity most of his friends
belong to, Miranda respond·
ed, "I usually hang out with
Hispanics."
"Primarily, groups tend to
stick together," said Thomas
McTeague '12, who identifies
himself as an American· born
Caucasian. "It's kind of
expected. I think you try to
branch the gaps, but everyone
likes comfort zones."
Many agree that PRIDE
encourages students to keep
their comfort zones rather
than break them. "I guess it's
easier for Spanish people to
hang out with Spanish speak·
ing people," says Maxim

Streletzki, a freshman native
to Germany. "In the end you
have to choose to break the
barrier and go hang out with
other groups."
The goal of Welcome
Weekend is well-intended.
"It's really tough for [minority
students and international
students] to get along and feel
like they belong," said PRIDE
Leader Begaeta Nukic '11.
"Giving them a week to get to
know other students who are
from the same background as
they are gives them chance to
make the transition to a col·
lege that is 75 percent white
students."
However,
some
find
Welcome Weekend to be more
hurtful than helpful. "Its antithetical to the notion of an
open community in which
change is part of the promise
when you come to a place like
Trinity," said a senior profes·
sor who chose to remain
anonymous.
"Though international stu·
dents may need some help
adapting due to the culture
shock, minority students
[from this country] do not,"
said Trang Loung '11, an
international student from
Vietnam. "Welcome Weekend
just takes away reasons for
these students to meet stu·
dents of different back·
grounds."
Some students deliberate·
ly chose to not involve them·

selves with PRIDE because
they feel it will isolate them
from the larger student body.
"I didn't join PRIDE weekend
because it would be an initia tion into segregation," said a
student who asked to remain
anonymous. "Even now, you
see any of the PRIDE kids and
you ask them who they hang
out with most and they will
tell you they hang out with
the kids they met at PRIDE
Weekend."
Spurlock· Evans wrote that
the goal of PRIDE is to ''help
Trinity fully exploit our natural resources -- our increasing
diversity as a community of
students, faculty, staff, and
friends."
Jesse Vasquez '12 conclud·
ed that, in order for Spurlock·
Evan's goal to be met, ''You
can't just have only the
minority students be part of
PRIDE, you have to include
everyone."
Ibrahim Diallo '11, Vice
President of the Multicultural
Affairs Council, thinks that
improvements can be made.
"Like many programs on cam·
pus, PRIDE has great things
and things that need to
improve," said Diallo. "PRIDE
needs a lot more of the stu ·
dent initiatives at its plan·
ning stages. The office of
Multicultural Affairs is work·
ing toward that and they are
heading in the right direction
if you ask me."

Registration Normal
Despite New Web Site
Not surprisingly, First-year
students worried endlessly
about choosing their own classes
During the week of Nov. 10, for the first time. Questions such
Trinity College students began to as, 'Will I be able to get into that
enroll in classes for the Spring baseball class?'', ''Where do I
semester. In what can be a find a PIN number?'', and, ''How
stressful time for all students, am I supposed to know which
especially First-years, this professor to choose?'' were abun·
semester brought additional dant throughout First-year
anxiety for some students as dorms and classes during regis·
TConline revamped their sys· tration week.
tern.
Many First-years were left
Allowing students to organ· panicking when their first
ize their potential
choice classes were
"Although the new filled. Struggling to
courses in a shop·
ping cart, the new
fulfill their expand·
TConline is quite
site had a goal of
ed
distribution
different, the for~
being a more
requirements with
userfriendly way
mat of the Web
limited
options,
some
First-years
to search and
site is much more
decide on new and
were forced to enroll
user friendly."
interesting class·
in any available
es. Despite step·
class, often leading
by-step instruc·
Tiffany Ruiz' 10 to disappointment.
tions for course
''I have to take sta·
registration, many upperclass· tistics for my major and for my
men were apprehensive about math requirement, but all Stats
the new system.
sections were filled long before
"Although the new TConline my enrollment appointment,"
is quite different, the format of said Claire Hellwig '12.
However, many First-years
the Web site is much more user
friendly," said Tiffany Ruiz '10. had a more positive outlook on
''It's nice to be able to see all your their first course registration
classes on a shopping chart. experience. "All freshmen pick
Also, searching for the classes is last everywhere. We all knew we
slightly more organized than the weren't going to be able to get
older version. I think overall into all of our classes, so there's
this Web site has had a positive not much we can do," said
face lift."
Kelsey Semrod '12.
AlllSON PICKENS '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

ATTENTION SENIORS!
Save the date:
Wednesday, DeCember 3
6:30pm

President's Reception for Seniors
Sponsored by the Senior Class Gift Committee

COme enjoy free wine & hors d'oeuvres,
Socialize with your classmates & President Jones,
Make your donation to the Senior Class Gift!
(Don't forget to bring your I.D.)
You can make your gift at the event or online at
www.trincoll.edu/ GivingToTrinity
OR

To make your gift using Bantam Bucks you can go to
tcommerce. trincoll.edu
(All gifts go toward the Class of 2009 Scholarship Fund
& are split over two years unless otherwise specified).
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A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
TRINITY COLLEGE
Places Where Trinity Student is Most Likely
to Find an Intellectually Stimulating
Conversation
I
I
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• Class
• Bathroom of the Hall

.\'.,

Athletic Field
Dorm Room

Places Where Hair is Acceptable on a Girl

~1

•

Head

t{W>Aj

i.{Pj~

Eyebrows

• Arms
•Legs

Halloween Costumes Worn by Trinity Girls
•

• Slutty Maid
• Slutty Disney Character
• Slutty Santa or Santa's Helper
• Astronaut

~ecv 9tcv~
The last couple days have been pretty sick! Last night I was working the door when a couple
freshmen guys came up and asked if they could get in. I told them to get some girls and then
maybe I'd think about it - I fucking love girls! These guys sucked anyways and they probably
don't even know how to talk to a girl or what it means to respect her. Like last week I found one
puking and looking for her dorm, she was in pretty bad shape so I helped her home.to my room!
We started kissing but she puked on the bed so I made her clean it up and sleep on the floor. The
next morning I even drove her to Mather; some people have no idea what a gentleman is.
But these dudes kept trying to get in without girls and eventually I got pissed off so I threw
my beer in their faces. They called me an asshole which made me really mad because they were
the one's without girls and I would've heat the shit out of them but then I saw a pledge walking
around. He didn't look drunk enough so I made him shotgun beers until he threw up and while
I was watching him the only thing I could think about what was good friends we were going to
be. That's what it's all about, really, just making connections. I mean I'm failing a couple classes
right now but whatever, when I walk into an interview and I'm not dressed like someone collecting welfare checks people are gonna know what's up. Seriously though, once they look at my
resume and see those Greek letters they'll get the picture.
That's what's makes me the maddest when all these kids write in the Tripod about how bad
frats are, or whatever. They think they know me but they don't. Maybe if they left the library for
once and did a keg stand I'd let them into late night.
Oh yeah, I did get a some sauce on my cable knit sweater at lunch which really pissed me off
because it's ruined and I don't think I've seen anyone with this color yet. Now I have to order
another which is kind of a hassle, but at least I can afford it. We were talking the other day about
the idea of student loans and I laughed when I thought about how much it would suck to be poor.

Avoidsaam.s and fraud by dtaJin,: lonlly! Bewam a.oy deal involving Westem Union.Money
estrow, or any promise of trusaction protection/certification/guarantee.~

adopt an almost free horse
Reply ro: sate:910704203@cmi~sm t,Qfi 111
Date: 2008-1 U}9, 2:04AM ChST

• it'

OT ok to contact thi po t r with service or other commercial intere ts

Po tingID: 9I0704203
Courtesy of www.craigslist.com
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Contributed b Hal Ebbott '10
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Prof.Jacobs Reflects On
Bush, Obama, McCain
center of the country this
year.
After these revelations,
Although the election is the audience couldn't help
now old news, many are still but be curious as to how
left wondering how, after a McCain even stood a chance
fiercely competitive, seeming- in this election. Jacobson's
ly endless campaign season, response to this was thorObama managed to win by ough and interesting, as he
such a landslide of electoral discussed several factors that
votes. This question was gave McCain an edge. First,
addressed by Political Science he said that Republicans
professor at the University of "accidentally backed into"
California San Diego, Gary C. nominating McCain after
Jacobson, at his lecture last "auditioning" other candiWednesday, Nov. 12 entitled dates who couldn't quite cut
"The Bush Legacy in the 2008 it. It was no coincidence that
after Bush's infamous neoElections."
Jacobson, who taught at conservatism, the GOP ended
Trinity between 1970-1979, up resorting to the least conhas studied Bush's approval servative candidate availratings for several years, even able. It may have been the
publishing A Divider, Not a only way to grab swing voters
Uniter: George W. Bush and or
more
moderate
the American People in 2006. Republicans. Other reasons
The book features over 70 include the success of the
graphs with results from thou- troop surge that McCain supsands of polls done since Bush ported, the division of the
was elected, and Jacobson's Democratic party during
elucidating lecClinton
and
Obama's
ture
included
The resonating messuperdelegate
several of them
sage of the lecture is
battle,
the
along with new
data. These visu·
issue of race,
a history lesson our
and the initial·
als served to
generation surely
show the a udily popular vice
won't forget - that
ence how Bush's
presidential
pick of Sara
declining
as charismatic and
approval rating
Palin.
capable Obama may
Yet, these
played directl~
be, he couldn't have
boosts
that
into the country's
M
c
C
a
in
decision to go
done it without
enjoyed prov~d
Democrat
this
Bush.
to be no contest
year. In fact, as
for
Obama,
Jacobson told us,
Obama won the largest who ran the "best organized
Democratic majority since presidential campaign in history," according to Jacobson.
Lyndon Johnson in 1964.
Some of_the graphs were it was certainly the best
not particularly surprising. financed, and was able to
Bush's
approval
ratings launch a full scale "Get Out
soared to about 90 percent the Vote" operation in both
right after the attacks of swing states and normally
September 11, but have since red states. He also had a
declined to 30 percent among favorable performance in all
Republicans, and 3 percent three debates, which anaamong Democrats. In fact, one lysts agree he "won quite
of the only high, positive per- handily." The economic crash
centages we saw in recent was also convenient, helping
polling data was in regards to Obama gain support, if only
the question, "Is the country for not being Republican.
going in the wrong direction?" McCain's short· lived lead in
Both parties were favored the polls also couldn't be resequally in polls done after cued after the collective realBush's victory in 2000, but are ization that Palin was not
now diverged, with the exactly V.P. material.
Jacobson continued to
Democratic party on top. This
may be partly due to the regis- enlighten his audience, say·
tration of new voters, disillu- ing that for the first and
sioned by the policies of the probably last time in a while,
Bush administration for the both presidential candidates
past eight years . This, com· were running against the
bined with Obama's undeni- current White House adminable appeal in the 18-29 year istration. Of course, the
old voting bloc, has con· plummeting lines in the
tributed to the emergence of graphs we saw on Bush's popthe "most young Democrats ularity explains this phenom·
ever," with 66 percent of enon. The r esonating mesyoung voters choosing Obama sage of the lecture is a histoon Election Day. Jacobson ry lesson our generation
s howed t h e electoral maps su rely won't forget - t hat a s
fr om both 200 4 and 2008, charismatic and capable
r evealing t h e rem a r k a bl e Oba m a may be, he couldn't
seeping in of blu e toward the h ave done it withou t Bush.
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10
ARTS EDITOR

If you've ever gone to get a tattoo you've probably heard this oft-uttered
statement. With some artists it's a hesitant question; with others it's more of
a rhetorical question. It's in your best interest to work with the artist - after

r·

all, they've been doing this a lot longer than you have. As they press the
stencil onto your skin you're wondering if you're doing the right
thing, you're wondering if it's going to hurt like hell,
you're wondering if your mother is going to

kiU .• .··

you, you're wonder - OW ...

As far back as Michelle
Myles can remember, tattooing
was illegal in N.YC. When she
moved there in 1989, tattooing
was a health code violation. A
Parsons the New School graduate, Myles tattooed customers
for eight hours a day under·
ground while the ban was still
in act, and attributes her unri·
valed skill to her training days.
Myles came to Trinity on
Tuesday, Nov. 11, to speak on
behalf of Visiting Lecturer in
the American Studies Graduate
Program Ann Fitzgerald, who
specializes in tattooing and
other forms of body art, and
also worked as a curator at the
Body Art exhibit at the
American Museum of Natural
History. This is also where the
two met. Fitzgerald introduced

male artist. It was appropriately
named Battle of the Sexes.
Myles won (hands down).
Myles talked about the
changing nature of the art.
Tattoo machines, tattoo styles,
parlors, and clients will always
change. "It's kind of cool to see
how everything's going back to
the beginning ... When I first
started tattooing I couldn't give
away classic tattoos," said
Myles. She favors the classic
Americana and circus style tat·
toos and will always be game for
tattooing a pin-up girl.
"I can't believe the clients
that come into my shop. You
don't know who's going to walk
through the door," said Myles in
reference to a hedge fund big
wig that just paid her shop a
visit. It has become the norm for

with whatever money you had in
your pocket - hence her first tat·
too done at the age of 17 of a $25
small, black cat. "I wanted a pan·
ther," reminisced Myles.
Myles has come a long way
from her black cat. No longer vis·
ible, the feline has been covered
up by a multitude of artwork
done by various artists who she
looks up to. She also owns two
parlors and is the only female
parlor owner in New York City.
Daredevil, her original shop, and
Fun City, her recently acquired
shop, are both staffed by excellent artists. Before we parted
ways, she told me to visit her
shop whenever I was in New
York and I nodded eagerly, envi·
sioning nautical stars, skulls and
daggers, and panthers. My
mother is going to kill me.

Aileen McBride

Myles, an acclaimed tattoo artist from New York, talks about her tattoo business and students observe her vintage flash ..
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Before Graduation: 18 Senior Must-Dos Prior to the Real World
CARVEil DISERENS '09
OPINIONS EDITOR

As we approach the end of
this mercilessly busy (for me)
semester, I have realized my
own mortality as a college student. I don't mean to worry any
seniors who are dreading May
17, but I figured it was time to
make a bucket list (things to do
before I graduate). Cross them
off as you go:
1) Gin bucket: I've never
had one of these, and, to be honest, I don't even know what goes
into one. All I know is I've heard
lots of crazy stories about them,
often concluding with ...
2) Spending a night in
jail: Now, I'm sure my parents
are cringing as they read this,
but I feel like a night in the
slammer might teach me a lot
about my own mental toughness, my ability to appear mentally tough, and my affinity for
people who see right through
my feigned mental toughness. If
nothing else, it might help me
achieve ...
3) An unexpected sexual
encounter: No, this doesn't have
to happen the way in which it
does in prison. All I'm saying is,
I want to wake up some morning and say to myself, ''Wow, I

can't believe I (yadda, yadda,
yadda] and then both of them
[etc. etc.l while I [cough, cough,
ahem] until the peanut butter
was all gone and my ShamWow
was soaked through." After that
I could ...
4)
Take a real walk of
shame: When I say real, I mean
dressed in a ridiculous costume
from a theme party the night
before, without shoes, while it's
snowing, past a large tour
group. At least if it was snowing, I would get a chance to ...
5)
Sled from the chapel all
the way to the soccer field: I've
gone sledding (Mather traying,
to be precise), but never man·
aged the full trip. If the snow is
too heavy for good sledding I
could at least ...
6) Throw a snowball at an
administrator: I know, this
sounds like I'm asking for
expulsion, but hear me out.
When you throw a snowball at
someone, you're not maliciously
trying to hurt them. Hitting
someone with a snowball is a
way of inviting them to join you
in the merriment of a snowball
fight. And, just in case the
administrator I choose doesn't
have a sense of humor, I can
make my escape by ...
7)
Climbing to the top of
the chapel: I've seen it done and

it's time for me to experience
the best view in Hartford (not
like there's a ton of competition). Perhaps I might climb up
there for a good view of ...
8) Senior Brunch: I'm one
of those kids who says he's not
going to do it, but the day of,
after too many mimosas, I'll
probably change my tune (outfit). If you don't know what I'm
talking about, ask an upperclassman. Because this is a tra ·
dition, it's probably not enough
to ...
9)
Become a You'fube phenomenon: This doesn't have to
happen while I'm in college, I
just figured I have more time
and fewer negative ramifications if I get it out of the way
now. This is also a very functional item for the style in
which I am writing this article.
For example, becoming a
YouTube phenomenon could
happen in innumerable ways,

like ...
10) Breaking the law with
a professor: Attention: This is
an open invitation to the faculty. It doesn't have to be over the
top, let me know if you've got
any ideas. Here's one ...
11) Break into the community service office and eat all the
food in the Thanksgiving baskets that go to local Hartford

a

residents. Just kidding, I have
soul. An aside: anyone wishing
to donate money or food to the
cause can bring donations to the
Community Service Office no
later than Friday, Nov. 19 or
contact TrinAces@gmail.com.
12) Get; ePi.eea int;e e~ame
lessl., 13lugging a eemmuniti)
eePViee event; fep e. fiaiene.: Yeah,
what of it? It's for a good cause.
I guess the only way to regain
my credibility would be to ...
13) Ghost ride the whip
down Vernon Street: If done a
certain way, I could knock out
numbers two, nine and 10. For
all of you who don't know what
ghost riding means (read: peo·
ple over 30), You'fube it. You're
welcome/sorry for wasting 10
minutes of your life. While
ghost riding one's whip, there
must be music blasting. My car
would of course be playing Ray
Lavender's "My Girl Gotta
Girlfriend" but the catch is, it
will be an a cappella version
after I ...
14) Convince an a cappella
group to sing Ray Lavender's
''My Girl Gotta Girlfriend":
Listen up Accidentals and
Pipes. You are the only two
groups that I would entrust
with such· a task. Step your
game up and make me proud. If
we somehow collaborate, I guar-

antee we can cross off number
nine. This is also the easiest
way to ...
15) Become legend: Splat,
toe-sucker, those guys that
dropped the cigarette machine
off the top of High-Rise, Good
Ole' Tom, the guys who reconstructed the president's (not
J.J.) car on top of the chapel,
brew shampoo, the kid who
dressed the bishop m a
dress/toga the night before
graduation. Oh wait, that last
one hasn~t happened ... yet.
One way NOT to become legend
(terrible segue I know) is to ...
· 16) Keep pants on for the
entirety of Spring Weekend:
Doesn't sound too difficult does
it? If you agree, you haven't
experienced Spring Weekend.
Maybe if I hung out at a different scene it would be easier.
Perhaps I should ...
17) Go to a Cleo party: For
no discernable reason, I never
have. And I mean this in only
the most complimentary sense,
but I get the feeling that if I
hung out there more, I would
get myself closer to crossing off
number three. I would probably
also have to be in quite an
altered state. So, I guess I
would have to ...
18) Drink two gin buckets:
Aaaaand, GO!

Hillelapalooza Draws Large Crowd Oakes Educates About
UDENTS GATHER FOR MUSIC AND MORE AT HILLEL
Lincoln During Speech
KYLE WINNICK '09

Last
Thursday
was
· elapalooza, hosted by Hillel,
foundation for Jewish cam·
life. For anyone who does
know where and/or what
Zach's Hillel House is, I'll
to illuminate: it's the
nian (Frank Lloyd Wright)
postmodern house that
rs the Ivy -House. The
started at 10 p.m. and
somewhere around 12
, meaning it was a good
e option for those of us
don't see 4 a.m. as overdoit. All floors of the house
utilized, although the
ent never attracted an
helming crowd despite
sizeable attendance. The
the different floors also
t that two performances
happen simultaneously, of
included
Chase
uette '10, Zebra Cobra
Triggs
'09,
Drew
:ven '09, Alexandra
'09, and John
s·Angus '11),
Santiago '09.
gave the party
While one
performed downanother was per·
upstairs.
the

irradiated with candles that
conveyed warmth, in a latenight lounge sense. I enjoyed
this dissimilarity, especially
since I found myself running
upstairs every twenty minutes
to refill my beer (it was nice to
drink
Sam Adams
and
Heineken again, as opposed to
Natty and Keystone). All in all,
it was quite an enjoyable way to
start the evening.
The revelry was not all
about decorum; the main
attraction was the auctioning
off of Trinity students for a
future date, presumably in the
near future. Some of the students featured were the
Accidentals and a number of
Pike pledges. While a humorous mini-biography was read
about each candidate, they
would strut their stuff up and
down a blue-papered pathway
to the laughter and bids of the
crowd. Realistically, it was
obvious that only friends were
bidding on the auctioned; however, this was beneficial as it
made sure the auction did not
become tedious, especially
with the infusion of alcohol. The average person was sold for
somewhere
between fifteen
and
twenty dollars.
The
proceeds of
the auction
and
the
entrance fee
went toward
Hillel's

"Alternative Spring Break,"
which is sending students to
Argentina for spring break.
Afterwards, the music started up again with Caillouette
playing upstairs and Zebra
Cobra's metal-influenced rifts
being heard downstairs. I have
to admit, I never really got a
chance to hear Caillouette
(though I overheard others
lauding his talents). For you
see, I'm a friend to most of
Zebra Cobra and therefore it
seemed compulsory to listen,
despite being journalistically
obligated to avoid bias. I suppose this signifies that I should
not pursue a career path that I
was not planning to pursue - oh
well. But I digress. Once the
performances resumed, the
lights dimmed and the crowd
gathered around the band, as
that all too common thing hap·
pened: people started to rage as
their blood alcohol level climbed
higher. Typically shy students
became loquacious and typical- .
ly loud students became deafening. But, however, the larger
social scene beckoned and students began to file out eager for
the next venue, so by twelve it
was only the faithful that
remained. By 12:15 a.m. it was
time to clean for the people who
organized
the
eventful
fundraiser and for the rest of us
to endure the disheartening
rainstorms that always seem to
characterize the weekends this
year.
I'd like to thank Hillel and
everyone that was responsible
for Thursday night.

continued from page 1

founding
fathers.
The
framers of the Constitution
This put Lincoln and his did not want slavery to
moral opposition to slavery on spread into new territories,
the left of the political spec- and Lincoln and the republitrum. His new radical position cans' wishes to uphold their
was solidified with his restrictions on slavery. The
response to the Dred Scott republicans were enforcing
Decision. His stance became the law of the Constitution.
increasingly more radical Oakes clarified that Lincoln
throughout the decade, and was, in fact, conservative in
Oakes proved
this manner.
this
through
Ironically, Lincoln still
The paraLincoln's
dox
of Lincoln's
claimed that the goal of
changing rheto·
"radical conthe Republican Party
r1c.
In
his
servatism" conwas conservative. Oakes
" H o u s e
t i n u e d
Divided"
throughout the
made it clear that even
speech,
he
Civil War, durwhen Lincoln was at his · ing which he
warned
the
most radical, he insisted
nation
that
combined con·
slavery had creservative
that the true radicals
ated irreconcilmethods
of
were the pro-slavery
able differences
Nationalism
between
the
southerners.
with
radical
anti-slavery
North
and
South. By the time Lincoln beliefs. Southerners saw
was elected president, he had Lincoln as radical and abolimoved completely to the left tionists,
like
Frederick
Douglass, saw him as conser·
end of the political spectrum.
Ironically, Lincoln still vative. Whatever Lincoln's
claimed that the goal of the true political alignment, few
Republican Party was conser- can argue that Lincoln's
vative. Oakes made it clear influence is vital to the histothat even when Lincoln was at ry of the United States.
his most radical, he insisted
Oakes' visit was made pos·
that the true radicals were the sible by the annual Jan Cohn
pro-slavery southerners. He Lecture, which honofs the
held onto the belief that con· memory of Jan Cohn, G.
servatism meant preserving Keith Funston Professor of
the old against the new, and American Literature and
by fighting the spread of slav· American Studies and the
ery the republicans were pre· first woman to be Dean of
serving the wishes of the Faculty at Trinity College.

ARTS
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Fall Production Eurydice Captivates, Amuses Trinity Audiences
ABBY AIDERMAN '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A modern twist on a classical Greek
myth, Sarah Ruhl's play Eurydice was
both captivating and intricate. The cast of
extraordinary actors, along with the elaborate audio and detailed set, paved the
way for a spectacular show. The original
myth of Eurydice and her husband
Orpheus follows the heroine as she
arrives to the underworld. After dying on
the day of her marriage, Eurydice struggles to remember her deceased father and
to regain words and emotions from the
past. In Trinity's Department of Theatre
and Dance Fall production, directed by
Michelle Hendrick, Eurydice was spot·
lighted as she tried to make sense of the
confusion surrounding her in the underworld.
Ellie Anderson '11 was enchanting as
the intelligent and thoughtful Eurydice.
The curious and determined nature of
Eurydice was both evident and believable.
The relationship between Eurydice and
Orpheus, played by the Theatre and
Dance Department's President's Fellow,
Brian Hirono '09, was fantastically realis·
tic. Both actors encapsulated the emotions

of young lovers and the despair experienced when they were drawn apart.
As the play moved from the scene of
the wedding to the underworld, the tone
of the play changed drastically. In complete darkness, the eeriness of the underworld was heard and felt even before the
lights revealed the scene. A chorus of
stones, played by Tierney Nolen '11,
Briana Feigon '11, and Caroline Gart '12,
established the complexity of the underworld. Adorned in large cone hats, all
three stones attempted to prevent the
frightened Eurydice from recognizing her
father, Jamie Wtlkinson '10, and remem·
bering reality. The stones strange facial
expressions, body movements, and actions
were intriguing and comical. While the
stones were adamant about their commitment to the Lord of the Underworld, their
indefinable peculiarity was entrancing.
The comic relief in the underworld
came by means of Roger Breum '10, who
played both the Lord of the Underworld
and the Nasty Man. The Lord of the
Underworld, while very petite in stature,
maintained the misery of all of the dead
souls. Whether he was riding around on
his child-sized tricycle with a king's crown
atop his head, or mounted on stilts to

prove his power, this character was undeniably hilarious. With his voice, equivalent to the one Johnny Depp used as his
Willy Wonka character, the Lord of the
Underworld attempted to lure Eurydice to
be his wife.
Eurydice faced a large dilemma once
Orpheus was admitted to the underworld
because of his beautiful music. She was
forced to decide whether to abandon her
devoted father, with whom she had established a newly powerful relationship, or to
leave Orpheus to walk back to earth,
alone.

The elaborate sound effects, along
with the musical accompaniment gave the
play a unique spin. Mezzo-soprano Tracy
Elias made entrances at crucial points
during the play and her vocals were both
beautiful and important to the plot. The
significance of words and music, symbolized through letters, songs, and language
discrepancies, illustrated the importance
of communication. The play, running
almost two hours in length, was entirely
engaging and enjoyable. The energetic
cast and crew put together a show that
could entertain any audience.

Courtesy of Jordyn Sims

Brian Hirono '09 and Ellie Anderson '11 star as Orpheus and Eurydice in Sarah Ruhl's Eurydice.

la MaMa Winds Down, Students Start Training For Final Projects
TEDDI CURTIS '10
ARTSWRITER

Courtesy of Teddi Curtis

Students take part in movement improvisation, an element of their theatrical training regimen.

Courtesy ofleddi Curtis

The girls at La MaMa experiment with their bodies and movement during a spatial exercise.

Courtesy ofTeddi Curtis

Students at Trinity's La MaMa Open Semester program in New York City goof off at a show.

If Paulina, the group's first acting
teacher of the semester, is to be remem ·
bered for her stress on motivation, and
Grac·e Kiley for her insistence on finding a character's intention, Tom of The
New City Group will be remembered for
the aching muscles we wake with each
day since beginning his class. As the
third and final trimester begins at the
La MaMa program, students find that
they are on their way to completing an
arc of sorts; beginning with Paulina, we
explored the importance of knowing
oneself, of not being afraid of the deeper and more obscure corners of one's
personality and acting (as well as living) from this place, as opposed to con·
forming to the performance driven
stereotypes we're assaulted with daily.
Grace surfaced us a bit in our second
trimester, challenging us to discover
what external factors cause us to com·
mit the actions that we do; this understanding in turn would make each of
these actions more authentic. Now, as
the 12 of us approach the other side of
the spectrum and begin working with
Tom Nellis, we have exited our heads
completely and found ourselves on the
outside cringing together as we begin to
develop pure physicality. The mindbody connection blurs more every day
as we realize that both get stronger in
tandem. It's impossible to work towards
mastering this physically exhausting
regimen without developing mental
strength as well. This is Tom's hope, as
discipline and focus are key elements in
being interesting performers.
We are training using the Suzuki
method, which is made up of a number
of demanding exercises that build men·
tal and physical endurance. Physical
because, well, they hurt, and mental
because many of them must be completed in a certain amount of time; for
example, plies that must be bent into
and risen out of in a painstakingly slow
20 seconds. It is the timing, either very
fast to train reflex or very slow to train
muscle, that makes the mental element
a principal one. Most exercises are com·

pleted with an unblinking focus on a
point in the room, aimed at teaching
the group the unwavering focus neces·
sary to remain impacting throughout a
performance, regardless of how large or
small one's role in a production might
be. The necessity of focus was stressed
beyond the realm of the arts as key to
success in any undertaking.
World-renowned theater artist
Penny Arcade expanded upon this lesson when we passed the day in her East
Village apartment. Penny Arcade, originally Susana Ventura, was born into a
family of Italian immigrants. Her
father was institutionalized for mental
illness after being nearly beaten to
death upon arriving at Ellis Island; she
would later receive a letter informing
her that for the price of $200.00 she
could put a plaque honoring her
father's arrival on the island. While
attending a boarding school for misbehaved girls, Penny wrote her first play
at 14 years old. At 17, she was in her
first production and at 18 she met stardom when she was cast in Andy
Warhol's film ''Women in Revolt." Now
58 years old and looking 20 years
younger, Ms. Arcade didn't mince words
explaining the faults and strengths of
the artist. We watched selections of her
earlier work, all innovative and most
pertaining to the dangers of mass
media, while bluntly exposing racism
and classism. The only member of her
family who can read, she's come a long
way to teaching students from a number of colleges all that she has learned
traveling and performing around the
world. Believing that every era has
their battle, ours is against the fad of
entitlement: "Entitlement is a screen
that blocks you from experiencing
things." Said Arcade, "People see something, a personality, working for one
person so they try to imitate it. But
guess what - it doesn't work for them.
All you have to give is your individuali·
ty."
Both Tom and Penny have started
the last weeks of class before final proj ·
ects with the message that inspiration
and focus are needed, but it is authen·
ticity that makes a performance.
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Hillel-Sponsored Israeli Art Exhibit Opens at Widener Gallery
continued from page 3
at the Kotel [Western Wall], taken
June 7, 1967. This was the first time
that Jews had been allowed to visit the
wall since the creation of the state.
Harris' First Shabbat at the Kotel is in
a similar vein, and taken less then a
week later. My favorite Harris photo
in the exhibit, though, is A Storm Over
Jerusalem, on display at Hillel house.
This black and white photo captures a
lightning storm in the background,
dominating the picture, while in the
foreground, the Dome of the Rock can
be seen clearly.
One of the more modern photographers, Menahem Kahana, documents
daily life in Israel, especially of the
tra-orthodox. In the Widener, four
otos are displayed, all of which show
odox Jews in Israel. First Born

Son is perhaps the most abstract,
when only hands on a long loaf of challah and a child on a silver platter is
seen. Purim Drunks shows two orthodox men passed out, presumably after
drinking too much the night before in
celebration of the holiday. At Hillel
House, Kahana has another series of
pictures, most of which were taken in
north Israel or at the Israeli-Lebanon
border. My favorite is an untitled photgraph which shows a group of soldiers
with a candle, presumably saying
Havdallah, the ceremony to end
Shabbat.
Another photographer who captures the ultra-orthodox is Joel Cantor,
whose work is displayed mostly at
Hillel. One photo, From Hasidism, the
Trees Still Bloom shows two sets of
legs behind a curtain. Another one,
Mea Sh'earim, Jerusalem (1983),

shows an orthodox male running down
a street, presumably in the very religious neighborhood named in the title
of the photograph.
Photographer Alex Livac, who won
the Israel Prize in 2005, also captures
daily life in Israel, although he is less
focused on the religious Jews. His
paintings try to show the absurdity of
daily life. I especially liked the whimsical one of
pilot, walking down a
street, carrying a model of an El Al
plane on a stick in front of him.
Ilan Spira focuses on people. When
I first saw his series of four untitled
black and white photos, I assumed
they were Ethiopian immigrants.
However, according to Drescher, Spira
tries to document illegal workers, and
other people who the larger society
ignores. So, while I am not entirely
sure who the people are or where they

a

come from, the pictures are striking,
especially the one of a little girl in a
princess costume.
The title of the show comes from a
quote by Amos Oz, still the most
famous Israeli author. At the end of
her remarks at the opening reception,
Drescher quoted, "If you compare
Israel to the magnitude of its dreams,
it is a disappointment. But this is not
about the nature of Israel; it's about
the nature of dreams. Israel is a
dream come true, and as such it is destined to taste sour - because it is
fufilled.
The show was curated by Fine Arts
Curator Felice Caivano, Associate
Professor of Fine Arts Pablo Delano,
Drescher, Director of Hillel Lisa
Kassow and Alyssa Simpson '10. It is
open in both the Widener Gallery and
Hillel until Dec. 10.

Courtesy of www.ydfa.com

•

otographer Joel Cantor focuses on the ultra-orthodox, like this child in Mea Sh'earim, Jerusalem (1983).

In Princess, photographer Ilan Spira captures a simple, expressive portrait of a young girl playing dre~up.

artford Symphony Orchestra Performs Stunning Vocal Pieces
EUZABETII AGRFSfA '11
ARTS EDITOR

On Thursday, Nov. 13, I was lucky
h to see one of the concerts from the
ford
Symphony
Orchestra's
terworks series at the Bushnell
ter for the Performing Arts. It was
in the Belding Theater, the smaller
ce hall at the Bushnell, but it
no less grand for it. The house was
full for a Thursday evening, and the
remained high throughout the
y two-hour performance.
1he first piece was the one I'd initialme to see: Beethoven's Symphony
4in B-flat, Op. 60. I couldn't help but
as the orchestra began the slow,
abnormally long introduction to the
hony, a feature which was unchar·c of other pieces of its time. It's
unusual for a sonata form piece to
a slow introduction, but they usual'tlast more than 10 or 15 seconds goes for more than two minutes
30 seconds, when the principal
of the movement comes in, at
point it becomes lively and vibrant,
with horns and timpani. The
Symphony Orchestra (HSO)
it so energetically, in fact, that
r Edward Cumming got so excitdropped his baton. Besides that,
ement ran rather smoothly, with
pace that kept the audience alert
tching the uniform wave of the
on the stringed instruments. It was
· ly awe-inspiring; it's so different
ply listening to a recording.
second movement was sweeter in
· n to the first, but still odd - it
ndo and then drop right back
nothing, building up and then
us with a sudden decrescendo. I

had a feeling the spirit of Beethoven was
hovering in the back of the theater, cackling madly at our confusion. I imagine he
was doing the same through the third
movement, the scherzo (Italian for
"joke"). It was completely off-kilter, but
that's why I liked it. The syncopation
combined with the triple meter gives it an
odd feel, like a rocking chair that's going
too fast in one direction. It doesn't quite
fall over, but it comes close.
The finale was my favorite movement.
It's so vibrant and has so much power in
terms of dynamics. Cumming was very
intense in his conducting of this movement, although he didn't lose his baton
this time around. I think the playing was
best in this movement. Even the bassoon
wasn't so bad.
The next piece, Luonnatar, Op. 70,
was a tone poem by Finnish composer
Jean Sibelius. Luonnatar (roughly translated as ''Daughter of the Heavens") is a
character from the Finnish mythology
Kalevala, and this piece of music was a
song derived from the tale of Finland's
creation in the Kalevala. Soprano Kate
Mangiameli sang the part, accompanied
by the HSO. The orchestra really let
Mangiameli shine, keeping their playing
to a light, ethereal tone. The addition of
two harps to the orchestra helped create
the mystical effect. Mangiameli's voice
was beautiful but for a few times where
the high notes sounded more like shrieking, but I have to commend her for being
able to sing in Finnish, which is, according to mo~t linguists, the most difficult
language to learn in the world.
Mangiameli left the stage after she
finished singing, but the orchestra kept
playing, moving right into Der Bard, Op.
64, another piece by Sibelius. The style of
this piece was quite similar to Luonnatar;

I initially couldn't tell that the orchestra
had moved on to the next piece. Der Bard
retained the magical air of Luonnatar,
primarily because of those harps. They
really made it feel like there was a story
being told, and it was certainly a far cry
from the Beethoven symphony the
orchestra had just finished playing.
Mangiameli returned to the stage to
perform another vocal piece, Antonin
Dvorak's "Song to the Moon'' from his
opera Rusalka, Op. 114. This was my
favorite piece in the program. Sung in
Czech, it was sweet and filled with longing. I couldn't help but sympathize with
the water sprite Rusalka, who sings to
the moon, begging it to send her love to a
Prince. Mangiameli was incredibly animated in her performance, which I felt
made the sentiment more believable. It
was a beautiful song and I thought
Mangiameli had the perfect voice for it.
Apparently the audience agreed with me;
Mangiameli received two curtain calls.
The final piece was another by
Dvorak: Symphony No. 7 in D minor, Op.
70. This piece was similar to the
Beethoven in that it was confusing at
times; there was a section towards the
middle of the piece that I thought might
be the ending, due to its frenzied, almost
nervous cadences, but then it turned into
something different. The real ending baffled me as well, with its solo flute and
clarinet passages that drifted off into
nothing. I thought it was a little random,
given the grandeur of this movement.
The second and third movements
were my favorite, but I was distracted
while listening due to noise in the audience. During the performance, two watch
alarms went off, people kept dropping
things, and one man kept coughing like
crazy. I was sick all week before the per-

Conductor Edward Cumming directs the HSO.

formance, but at least I remembered to
take cough medicine before I went so I
didn't hack up a lung and ruin the atmosphere of the performance for everyone. So
thank you, man in the third row. Thank
you for ruining the third movement of
Dvorak's Seventh for me.
The final movement was an excellent
ending to this symphony. I particularly
enjoyed the creeping strings combined
with the answering flute passages. This
movement was a little odd in that sometimes the mood seemed to change of its
own accord, but the ending was really
fantastic, constantly building and growing louder until it finally just ended. I
admit I preferred the Beethoven, but my
preference hardly diminishes the excellence of Dvorak's work. Seeing this performance was a great way to spend a
Thursday night, and based on this performance, I'm definitely looking forward
to the next half of the HSO's 2008-2009
season.
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MBAO"D (Joint degree in business and law)
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Molecular & Cell Biology
Nurse Practitioner
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Physician Assistant
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Graduate Online Programs
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Interested in Applying to Law School?
Clark University Master of Arts in Teaching
-tor upirlng urban teacben-

Come to the

Tbe Jacob Hiatt Center for Urban Education, awarded the 2007
Richard Wisniewski Award by the Society for Education
Professors for contributions to teacher education, is dedicated to
preparing outstanding urban teachers. The Master of Arts in
Teaching program is yearlong, with a full academic year
internship in one of the Hiatt Center's partner schools in the
Main South area of Worcester, Massachusetts.

Law School Admissions
Process Info Session!
Get tips & learn the do 's awl <hn'ts!

We seek students who enjoy young people, are reflective, have
strong academic backgrounds, collaborate well with others, and
believe in and want to become great teachers for urban youth.
The next full-time program year begins in late May 2()()1) and
ends in May 2010. For information contact the Jacob Hiatt
Center for Urban Education at (508) 793-7222 or
mshepard@darku.edu. Visit our website at
www.darku.edg/departments/educatiop. Applications for the
2009-2010 program year are due by January 15, 2009.
Minorities and women are strongly encouraged to apply.

Tuesday, November 18th
12:00-1:00 pm
Video Conference room
2nd Fl. Admissions

Life is calling.
How far will you go?
Peace Corps will be on campus November 20.
Come learn more and meet a recruiter
and former Peace Corps Volunteer.

Peace Corps Presentation
Thursday, November 20 from 12pm-1pm
Admissions Building, Bottom Floor
Career Services Lobby
Peace Corps volunteers work in 76 countries.
To date, 84 Trinity College grads have

/4dCO..~served in the Peace Corps.
, -~ · -~

Apply Online Nowl
The application process takes
8-12 months to complete.

www.peacecorps.gov

RSVP on Trinity Recruiting by
Monday, 11/17/08!
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Trinity Loses to Rowan W. Ice Hockey Beats Car~inals 7-1
Profs 5..4 in Overtime
continued from page 16
in the first place, which
allowed us to play teams that
we have never played before,
continue our season an extra
two games, travel to new
places, and experience something that only 32 out of 159
teams in the whole nation get
to do," said Del Rossi.
This year was the first in
ten seasons that the Trinity
squad had qualified for either
the final four of the NESCAC
tournament or the NCAA
Division III championships.
''We wanted to be ranked and,
with each week that passed
by, we slowly climbed the
rankings to be ranked as high
as eighth in the nation. In my
past three years here, we have
never once been ranked
nationally in the poll," said
Del Rossi.
Their achievements may
very well serve as a steppingstone for the field hockey program, as this year's successes
could instill newfound confidence and expectations of
excellence. ''We have come far

and have brought Trinity back
into the national rankings, so
we now need to be proud of
ourselves and recognize what
we have accomplished," said
Skipp.
The team was able to
develop cohesiveness and play
a much more complete game
than years past. "I think that
our offense and defense
worked really well together in
that when we lacked in one,
the other picked up the slack,"
said Del Rossi. "Although the
forwards are the ones scoring,
there were some games that
we simply were having trouble
putting the ball in the goal. If
it wasn't for the defense, we
would have never won the
close games we did."
Next year, the team will
lose five strong seniors, but
they have a lot to look forward
to with a strong freshman
class and good depth. "I hope
they pick up where we left off
and continue to move this program forward," said Skipp.
"We have re-made a name for
Trinity with this season," concluded Del Rossi.

Lady Bantams Col)le

From Behind to Win
continued from page 16
increase Trinity's lead to six
points at 64-58. After a number
of Bantam turnovers allowed
the Colonials to cut the lead in
half, Arnstein stole the ball and
called a timeout with 13 seconds left. She was able to get to
the foul line and knock down a
crucial free throw to seal the
game. Arnstein finished the
game with 7 points, 9 rebounds,
and 9 assists.
Trinity's strong second half
propelled them into the lead
and, ultimately, to victory.
Amstein noted the importance
of staying positive after the first
half. "Although we were down
by seven at the half, we ran into
the locker room with our heads
11p," she said. "At the start of
the second half, the jitters subaided and we just played our

game of basketball. The starting five executed and brought
the game within one, which
immediately turned into a lead.
The subs came in and kept the
intensity. We just had a really
strong second half overall."
Heather
Lee
'11
led
Western, who shot 78 percent
from the foul line, with 15
points, seven rebounds, and
four steals. Stacey Roberts '09
added 14 points for the
Colonials, who will host
Connecticut
College
on
Tuesday, Nov. 18.
An injury-plagued Trinity
team was missing junior co-captain Jessica Sims, who is currently out with a concussion.
The Bantams next game is
away at the United States
Coast Guard Academy in New
London, Conn., this Tuesday,
Nov. 18.

GregAmarra

Sophomore Kim Weiss and junior Britney McKenna led the Bantams offense by scoring five of the team's seven goals.

DAVID KIARSIS '09

already been decided.
McKenna scored her first
goal at the 10:19 mark of the
The Trinity College women's first period, redirecting a point
ice hockey team opened the shot from McCarthy and break2008-09 season with a 7-1 road ing the scoreless tie. Kim Weiss
victory
over
Wesleyan '11 made it 2-0 with a second
University in Middletown, power play goal at the :36 mark
Conn., this past weekend. of the first period. The
Junior
Britney McKenna Bantams then took off in the
recorded a hat trick, scoring all second period, scoring four
goals, including
three goals on
two
by Jill
Trinity power
"I think our strength is
Roloff
'11,
withplays and leadour team speed. If we
in a 24-second
ing the Bantams
make a mistake, we are
span. The other
to victory. The
two goals were
win
was
able to make up for it
scored by Weiss,
Trinity's fourth
by hustling and using
straight against
her second o(..
our speed."
Wesleyan.
the game, and
A big key to
McKenna, her
this game was
Andrew T. McPhee second of the
the
Bantam
game as well.
Women's Ice Hockey Coach
Even though
defense, shutting down the
she gave up all
Cardinal attack. Defense is seven goals, Wesleyan senior
something that senior co-cap- goalie Rachel Stemerman was
tain Kelley McCarthy stressed a strong point for the Cardinals
as an area where the team as she recorded 36 saves.
needs to improve. "I think we Junior Izzy Huston scored the
need to work on being stronger lone goal for Wesleyan.
in the defensive zone," she said.
The final goal of the game
'We have to win the one-on-one for the Bantams came at the
ha ttles in the corners and 2:39 mark of the final period, as
break the puck out clean as a McKenna finished off her hat
team."
trick.
Senior
co-captain
A key to the defense this Michelle Chee was pleased
weekend was the play of with the Bantams' consistent
Bantam goalie Isabel Iwachiw play, which will be important in
'10, who recorded 14 saves, and ensuring that the team has a
didn't relinquish a goal until successful season. ''More than
the first minute of the third a few times last year our team
period, when the game had came out a bit flat in the first
SPORTS WRITER

Men's XC Advance to D-111 Nationals
continued from page 16

Courtesy of www.trincoll.edu/athletics

·ne Card '10 scored 13 points for the Bantams in their win on Saturday.

period," she said. "If we could
score the first goal right off the
bat, it would set the pace for
the game."
And set the pace the
Bantams did, which is something they hope they can carry
into each and every outing.
This may be difficult with such
a young team, but both captains remain optimistic about
the freshman class. ''There are
quite a bit of freshmen so it
took some time to adjust to
each other's playing styles but
the last few practices looked
really good," said Chee. "I
think as the season moves
along, we'll improve as a team.
There's a lot of individual talent on our team right now and
we're slowly, but surely, learning to work together. Off the
ice, we couldn't have better
chemistry."
When asked what he
thought the team's biggest
strength was, Coach McPhee
responded by saying, "I think
our strength is our team speed.
If we make a mistake, we are
able to make up for it by hustling and using our speed."
"Preseason has been going
very well," McCarthy added. "I
think we have a very strong
freshmen class that should be
able to help the team a lot. We
have high expectations and as
long as we can put the little
things together and play as a
unit, I think we will have a
very successful season."

and a time of 26:24.4.
Brendan Powers '11 was not
far behind his teammates with
a 31st place finish overall and
a time of 27:05.8. Moorhead
and Powers each took fourth
in the senior and sophomore
classes
respectively.
The
Bantams came into the qualifier ranked second in the
NESCAC and 15th in the
country at Division III.
For their outstanding performances
last weekend,
Norte, Moorhead, Burnstein,
and Powers all earned All-New
England honors. They look to
continue that success next

week, as they head to
Hanover, Ind. to compete m
the NCAA Division III
Championships on Saturday,
Nov. 22. With their third place
finish, the men notched their
seventh top-five finish and are
eight for eight in top-ten finishes. This bodes well for
them, as they will be competing against the 32 best teams
in the country.
In the women's 6,000-meter
race, senior tri-captain Allie
Lemire did extremely well,
boasting a 39th place finish
overall and 15th in her class
with a time of 24:04.7. In a
field of 330 runners, Kate
Barton '10 placed 79th overall

and 17th among juniors with a
time of 24=59. l. Giselle
Harrington '10 earned the
team 111 points with her time
of 25:39.8, good for 25th in the
junior class.
The women end a successful 2008 campaign in which
they had five top-ten finishes.
The team will miss their lone
senior Lemire next season, but
on a team of 11 with eight
freshmen, the team's future
looks promising. They look to
regain their status as one of
the elite teams in Division III
and regain the glory of the
2003 team that was runner-up
for the national championship
only five years ago.
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Cross Country in NCAA Qualifiers
BEN SPEICHER '11
SPORTS WRITER

It was a very productive
afternoon for Trinity College's
men's and women's cross country teams last Saturday, Nov.
15, at Williams College for the
NCAA Division III New
England
Cross
Country
Qualifiers. The men came in
third place with 143 overall
points and earned an at-large
bid
to
the
NCAA
Championships, their third
straight
appearance
and

fourth overall. On the women's
side, the Bantams came in at a
respectable 18th place out of a
large field of 55 teams with
331 totals points and some
solid individual performances.
Under the guidance of 2008
NESCAC Coach of the Year
George Suitor, the Bantam
men had some dominating
individual performances in the
8,000-meter race with five
runners placing in the top 100.
Out of a total of 331 competitors, Trinity had runners place
third, seventh, 13th, 31st,

90th, and 133rd. Senior cocaptain and 2006 New
England Champion Hunter
Norte '09 finished third overall
but first in his class with a
time of 26:09.0, just 17 seconds
behind the first place finisher.
Freshman Michael Burnstein
also finished first in his class
and 13th overall, with a time
26: 34. 7. The other senior cocaptain, Sam Moorhead, had a
solid performance as well with
a seventh place finish overall

see MEN'S on page 15

Senior captains Hunter Norte, Sam Mo<:>rhead, and Alison Lemire le~ Trinity's cross-country teams this season.
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Women's Basketball

Wins in Season Opener
DAN KUPPER '09

board early by scoring the first
basket of the game, but Donie
retaliated less than 20 seconds
The Trinity College women's later with a layup to tie the
basketball team rallied from score. The game went back and
behind this past Saturday, Nov. forth for much of the first half
15, to beat preseason top-25 until Trinity went on a scoreless
ranked Western Connecticut lull with six minutes left.
State University in the season- Western capitalized and pulled
opener for both teams. Trinity ahead 37-30 going into halfwon 65-61, a statement victory time.
that provides a lot of optimism
Trinity combined great exefor the much anticipated sea- cution with a high level of
son.
intensity to begin the second
''It's great to start the season half. They put Western on their
off 1-0," said junior co-captain heels and forced the Colonials
Claire Arnstein. "The whole to call a quick timeout. This
team contributed to this win. proved to be ineffective, as
We had three starters in double Trinity went on a 16-2 run to
digits and for our first game, we . open the half and take the lead,
all just played really well 46-39. Much of the play was
together. It is a great feeling to consistent on both ends for the
see the potential that our young rest of the half until the
team (nine freshmen) has and Bantams, who shot an astoundthe damage that we can do."
ing 75 percent from beyond the
Tess Donie '10, who was arc, relinquished an 11-point
injured for most of last season, lead with three minutes left in
led Trinity (1-0) with 16 points. the game and let Western pull
Christine Card '10 and guard within four points. Donie hit
Kaitlin Ciarleglio '12 each two clutch free throws to
added 13 points apiece.
Western (0-1) got on the
see LADY on page 15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

